DARE to Learn Curriculum
Question to explore…
Geographical Coverage
NC Coverage
Locational Geography
Incl contextual knowledge of globally
significant places
Place Knowledge
Human and Physical Geography
Incl the processes behind their creation and
how they bring about variation and change
over time
Geographical Skills and Fieldwork
collect, analyse and communicate data
through fieldwork
Geographical Skills and Fieldwork
Interpret a range of sources of geographical
information, incl maps diagrams, globes, aerial
photos and CIS
Geographical Skills and Fieldwork
Communicate geographical information in a
variety of ways, including through maps,
numerical and quantitative skills and writing at
length.
Key Geographical Vocabulary - discuss and
remember and embed

How long does it take to fly around the world?
UK Country Location
•
use world maps, atlases and globes to identify the United Kingdom and its countries as well as the countries, continents and
oceans studied at this key stage.
•
use aerial photographs and plan perspectives to recognise landmarks and basic human and physical features
Review from Year 1: Look at UK map and identify 4 UK countries. Locate 4 capital cities, and learn.
Children can locate Purbrook/Portsouth on a map of the UK and the UK on a map/globe of the world.
Introduce the 5 Oceans as Minibeast groups (Arctic, Atlantic, Indian, Pacific, Southern)
Use globes, maps, Google Earth, etc to locate the UK’s place in the world.
Use globes, maps, Google Earth, etc to locate other countries in relation to the UK, relevant to the topic studied, eg USA first flight,
countries visited by Amelia Earhart on World Tour 1937
Discuss differences between human and physical features of different landscapes in UK (see below), for example mountains, rivers, towns,
cities
(From Year 1) Take weather readings on a weekly basis, eg Monday, weather (sunny, cloudy, raining), rain gauge, wind vane,
thermometer.
Use aerial photographs, maps and Google Earth to investigate physical and human features that a Glasgow/London flight would fly over in
the UK

Revisit Year 1 Draw a simple map
Draw a map showing flight path within UK, and pointing out human and physical features you might see.

Physical feature, human feature (Recap from Year 1:mountain, river, town, city, Rain gauge: a piece of equipment to collect and measure
the rain that falls Wind Vane: a piece of equipment that indicates the direction and sometimes the speed of the wind Thermometer: a
piece of equipment measures the temperature)
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